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Crimes against works of art – theft and destruction, for example –
are on the rise. This short paper will not consider art crime as such,
but, after a short introduction, the rest of the paper will analyse the
worrying emergence or re‐emergence of theft or destruction of works
of art as a kind of cultural genocide, more commonly known under its
Latin name, damnatio memoriae.1
Whilst the theft of works of art may, in the public perception, be the
remit of the gentleman thief, and although the world of crime may
have changed also in this area from the 1990s, yet art and stolen art
remain the subject matter of the shadowy world of art dealers. Art is
stolen by both opportunistic thieves and more organized criminals – in
this case perhaps to order – but the fact that so much art disappears
and never re‐surfaces or re‐surfaces after decades has led some schol‐
ars to pose the question of the whereabouts of such stolen art. In a New
York Times tally, reported by Naím, the world is missing 551 Picassos,
43 Van Goghs, 174 Rembrandts, and 209 Renoirs.2 The most famous
1 For this paper in general and to see art as ‘denied demand’, see Frank G.
Madsen. ‘Trafficking crimes’. In Barry A. K. Rider (ed.) Research Handbook on Inter‐
national Financial Crime. London: Edward Elgar, 2016. The ideas contained in the
present paper were first presented at a workshop on Trafficking in Culture on 8 Sep‐
tember 2015 at the 33rd International Symposium on Economic Crime, Jesus Col‐
lege, Cambridge. Likewise, a draft version of the paper was circulated among the
audience of this symposium.
2 Edward Dolnick, ‘Stealing beauty’. New York Times (24 August 2004), A17.
Moisés Naím, Illicit. New York: Doubleday, 2005, 171.
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theft of art was that of the Caravaggio painting, Nativity with St. Francis
and St. Lawrence, stolen in Palermo on 18 October 1969. The theft is be‐
lieved – without any supporting indicia – to be the work of the Sicilian
mafia;3 the painting has never re‐surfaced.

Figure 1. Caravaggio 1609. Nativity with St Francis and St Lawrence4

Some undoubtedly are held by secretive collectors, who can only
admire their collections alone, as these works of art would be easily
recognisable. Others – and this may explain the increase in the traffic –
3 Recently the subject of a popular novel of the detective genre: Daniel Silva,
The Heist. New York: Harper, 2015.
4 Dimensions: 268 × 197 cm.
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may be held as investment or as a sort of reserve currency paid for by
illicit funds. The point here is that in the post‐gold standard era, cur‐
rency is only as robust as the trust that subtends it. If one were to imag‐
ine a situation where, as a result of, say, war or a major epidemic, the
subtending trust were to disappear, one would be wise to possess in‐
vestments resistant to such disorder.
Art theft is now believed to be the fourth largest revenue generator
for organised crime with $1 billion – in estimated value – stolen every
year. Criminals presumably obtain 10 percent of the estimated value
when selling the stolen art on the black market, i.e. a profit of $100 mil‐
lion.
Local, National, and International Responsibility for Safeguarding
Works of art and, indeed, works of culture in general belong, one
might argue, to three different ‘stakeholders’. First, the local commu‐
nity, whose members grow up in a symbiotic and intimate relationship
with such works of art. Second, the nation, in whose custody works of
art are held, and which may have a more or less intimate relationship
to the arte facts. For example, the works of art and archaeology from
the Greco‐Roman period that are in the custody of the Turkish state are
– in the experience of this author – well guarded and respected by the
Republic of Turkey, but do not, perhaps, form a direct, affective bond
with the population, originating from a culture that is fundamentally
different from the Turkic culture. Contrariwise, the arte facts from An‐
cient Greece recovered in Greece itself play a deep identity‐generating
role for today’s Greek population, as, indeed, they did for the Greeks
in the nineteenth century attempting to regain control over their coun‐
try from the Ottoman occupation.
Although many scholars question the use of the term culture and at
most would prefer to reduce it to that of organised religion, culture is
something much deeper and much more powerful, albeit invisible. The
French philosopher Jean Baudrillard has, one would argue, best de‐
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fined culture, viz.5
La culture est un lieu du secret, de la séduction, de l’initiation, d’un
échange symbolique restreint et hautement ritualisé.
This explains how this elusive term, culture, is or should be the most
import part of socio‐political discourse and likewise why it, culture,
become the preferred target of autocrats and of other intolerant re‐
gimes and movements, for which see below.
Finally, the so‐called international community has a core role to
play in the safeguarding of cultural artefacts.6 And, indeed, the United
Nations family, the organisation itself as well as UNESCO and
UNODC, is very active raising the awareness of the deep loss to hu‐
manity that art crime causes. Likewise, specialised international bodies
such as Interpol and the World Customs Organization are efficient
within their respective fields, see for example Interpol’s excellent
Works of Art database, which has assisted in identifying and re‐
patriating a numbers of stolen works of art.
Having observed that the international community is, indeed,
deeply involved in the preservation and safeguarding of cultural arte‐
facts, one might argue that the community should create a fund –
somewhat along the lines of the IMF – to assist countries, who have the
custody of a disproportionate amount of cultural artefacts, for example
Greece and Italy, when these encounter periods of economic down‐
turns that render the safeguarding of such invaluable objects burden‐
some and often the necessary object for budget reductions. For exam‐
ple, 2012 saw several serious thefts and robberies in Greek museums
that some ascribe to a reduction in museum security budgets caused by
the financial crisis in Greece leading to an under‐staffing of security

5 Jean Baudrillard. 1981. Simulacres et Simulations. Paris: Galilée, p. 97. “Culture
is a place of secrecy, of seduction, of initiation, and of a symbolic exchange – re‐
stricted and highly ritualised” (the author’s translation).
6 The term ‘cultural heritage’ is – perhaps wrongly – avoided, since it often has
the corollary of something that is respected and even revered, but placed in a mu‐
seum having no further role to play. In this essay ‘culture’ is seen as a concept that
is, on the contrary, very active and, ultimately, the creator of our identity.
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personnel of 1,500. In January 2012, at the National Gallery in Athens, a
Picasso painting, a Modrian painting, and a Guglielmo Caccia sketch
were stolen. A month later at the Museum dedicated to the early
Olympics at Olympia, Greece, some sixty objects were stolen in an
armed robbery, including inestimable and irreplaceable objects from
the Mycenaean period.7 In fact, less than six months before the robbery
at the Olympia museum, a senior member of the staff at the museum
had written to the tutelary Greek authorities and put them on notice
that the present security staff levels were insufficient to guard the mu‐
seum properly. The same member of staff opined in his or her letter to
the tutelary ministry that the international community should be made
aware of this security deficiency and of the importance to Greece of the
objects held by the museum.8
Without expressing any undue subjectivity regarding the distribu‐
tory policies of Greece one can share the employee’s opinions, while
perhaps adding that cultural artefacts of this nature basically are con‐
stituent of the culture and therefore identity of the western world and
therefore of great importance not only to Greece, but to the Occident as
such.
Damnatio Memoriae
Whereas stolen art eventually, one would hope, will resurface
somewhere and although looting of archaeological sites and religious
sites often involves some destruction of art and context, known as ac‐
quisitive vandalism, a particular worrying aspect of art crime is art van‐
dalism. Fine and Shatin define art vandalism as the intentionally de‐
structive and illegal damage to a work of art.9 Conklin departs from

7 The Olympia objects have been recovered in a police sting operation in No‐
vember 2012.
8 For this section, see ‘Picasso and Modrian Works Stolen from Athens Art Gal‐
lery’, The Guardian, 9 January 2012. Mark Lowen, 2012. ‘Thieves Loot Greece’s An‐
cient Olympic Museum,’ BBC‐News (online), 17 February.
9 Gary Alan Fine and Deborah Shatin, ‘Crimes against art: social meanings and
symbolic attacks’,Empirical Studies of the Arts. 1985, Vol. 3, pp. 135‐152.
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this definition by including negligence, which is less than helpful.10
One should retain Fine and Shatin, insisting on the intention to de‐
stroy, while fine‐tuning various motivations. In this chapter, an often
over‐looked but crucially important subsection of vandalism, viz. that
part motivated by damnatio memoriae,will be emphasized. Somewhat
hesitantly, one might agree with Bevan and argue that this form of
vandalism is cultural genocide, sc. the deliberate attempt to eradicate
the cultural presence and, indeed, the former and present existence of a
people or community definable by ethnicity or religion, an idea, or,
more rarely, of a person.11 The ultimate goal of the destruction is the
erasure or transformation of identity.
1. Examples of damnatio memoriae
A very explicit and informing example is provided by Iulius Caesar
in the sixth book of the Bellum Gallicum, which deals with the year 53
BC. A Belgian tribe called the Eburones revolted against Rome.They
lived in the territory between today’s Liège in Belgium and Aix‐la‐
Chapelle or Aachen in today’s Germany. Caesar put them to flight and
then invited the neighbouring states to plunder the tribe, so thatpro tali
facinore stirps ac nomen civitatis tollatur.12
One notices that Caesar wants fully to erase the tribe, their very
identity, and even their name.
A couple of generations later, the emperor Tiberius nominated a
trusted – or so he thought – general, Lucius Aelius Sejanus, Pretorian
Prefect, i.e. the officer in charge of the 10,000 or so legionaries stationed
in Rome. The coin, below, a so‐called as, was struck at Augusta Bilbilis

John E. Conklin, Art Crime. Westport, CN: Praeger, 1994, p. 227.
Robert Bevan, ‘Razing the past: soldiers and civilians are not the only casual‐
ties of war. Aggressors also target the physical monuments to an enemy’s existence
and so attack their libraries, churches and schools.’ ‘Robert Bevan reports on the
destruction of memory’, The New Statesman. 134(4770) (12 December 2005). “Hesi‐
tantly” because one cannot compare the physical destruction of an ethnic or reli‐
gious group with that of destruction of art.
12 “The race and name of that state may be annihilated” (author’s translation).
10
11
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in north‐eastern Spain in 31 AD to celebrate the consulship of Sejanus.13
That same year, however, Sejanus was involved in a conspiracy against
the emperor and was executed on 18 October. Tiberius wanted him
erased from the record as witnessed by the coin, below. Likewise, stat‐
ues of Sejanus were destroyed throughout the empire. On the coins,
part of the text was obliterated as one can clearly see on the reverse to
the right.

Figure 2

On the obverse one notices in the middle a portrait of the emperor
Tiberius and the inscription: Augustus. Ti. Caesar. Div. Augusti. F. On
the reverse, in the middle are placed laurel wreaths surrounding the
letters Cos, sc. Consul. The inscription reads ‘Augusta. Bilbilis. Ti. Cae‐

13 Augusta Bilbilis is in Spain, not very far from Zaragoza (contraction of Cae‐
saraugusta).
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sar’ [L. Aelio. Seiano].14
On a number of coins from this series, the words L. Aelio Seiano have
been obliterated – as on the coin above.
Other examples include the Roman emperor, Caracalla, who on the
death of his father, Septimius Severus, in 211, became co‐emperor
along with his brother Geta. He had Geta killed and wanted his very
identity cancelled. He had the name of Geta erased from the triumphal
arch of Septimius Severus in the Forum Romanum, whereby Geta’s
murderer, Caracalla, relegated his brother to eternal oblivion, or at
least attempted to. Likewise, he had the face of Geta removed on paint‐
ings, as for example the Severan Tondo.

Figure 3: The Severan Tondo
Found at Djemila (Algeria). Now in Staatliche Museum zu Berlin. Diam. 30 cm.

14

‘Augusta Bilbilis. Tiberius Caesar to Lucius Aelius Seianus’.
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Marino Faliero was the doge of Venice from 1354 until 1355, when
he led a conspiracy against the nobles of the city. The conspiracy was
discovered and he was beheaded, as is well known from Lord Byron
and Donizetti.15 In the Hall of the Grand Council in Venice, where
there are paintings of every doge, his image was painted over and in its
stead a black veil was painted with the words His est locus Marini Fale‐
tri / Decapitati pro criminibus (‘This is the space reserved for Marino
Faliero, beheaded for his crimes’).

Figure 4:
Eugène Delacroix. 1827.
The Execution of Marin Falier. Wallace Collection, London.

15 Lord Byron, Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice. 1821; Gaëtano Donizetti, Marino
Faliero. Tragedia lirica (1835).
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Closer to our time, an example of total erasure of the identity of a
people, nation, and religion was the so‐called Kristallnacht in Germany,
9‐10 November 1938, which witnessed the destruction of hundreds of
synagogues.

Figure 5

One notes that it apparently was not enough to destroy the syna‐
gogue; every sign, decoration, etc., that might identify this space as a
space of Jewish faith was removed or destroyed.16
Likewise, the somewhat naive removal of the name of Mussolini
from a long inscription in front of Augustus’ mausoleum in Rome was
16 For the cultural genocide of the Jews in Russia, cf. Lawrence Davidson (2012):
44‐64.
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presumably a rather futile attempt to pretend that Italian fascism had
not existed or more easily to forget that it did.
The worrying and apparently unstoppable trade in art and antiqui‐
ties, including arte facts from irregular excavation and art purloined
from churches, synagogues, temples, mosques, public buildings, and
museums, often presents an example of dual motivation, profit and
cultural extinction. An example here might be the trade in works of art
and antiquities from Turkish‐occupied northern Cyprus.17 In this case,
one observes both intentional cultural dispersal and, since this is more
often than not linked with acquisitive vandalism, damage done in the
course of an effort to acquire money or property by inexpertly remov‐
ing murals, folding oil paintings, etc.18
The importance of art as a constituent element of cultural identity
may be observed in the joy with which the three pre‐Angkorian sand‐
stone statues that had been looted from Prasat Chen at the Koh Ker
Temple Complex almost forty years earlier were received back in
Cambodia in June 2014.19
Also, history is re‐written or re‐writing is attempted. For example,
history text books for use in Thai schools are being revised and the
name Thaksin Shinawatra, the 23rd prime minister of Thailand 2001‐
2006, deposed by military coup d’état that year, is being removed from
history books in Thailand “because he is seen as a threat to the junta.”20
Likewise, albeit only indirect re‐writing of history is, at the time of
17 Charalampos G. Chotzakoglu, Religious Monuments in Turkish‐occupied Cy‐
prus: Evidence and acts of continuous destruction. Nicosia, Cyprus: Museum of the
Holy Monastery of Kykkos, 2008.
18 Stanley Cohen, ‘Property destruction: motives and meanings’ in Colin Ward
(ed.) Vandalism. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1973, pp. 215‐257.
19 I thank His Highness Sisowath Ravivaddhana Monipong of Cambodia for
having shared with me this information as well as having provided me a filmed
testimony of the reception ceremony for the statues held in Phnom Penh on 3 June
2014.
20 New York Times (16 September 2014). NYT reports (Sep. 16, 2014) that the
name of former prime minister, Thaksin Shinawatra, has been removed from his‐
tory books in Thailand “because he is seen as a threat to the junta”.
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writing, being undertaken of school history text books in Taiwan,
whereby the narrative of the opposition throughout history between
the Communists on the mainland and the Kuomintang in Taiwan are
being toned down – according to some in an attempt to prepare the
population and public opinion for a rapprochement and ultimate reuni‐
fication with mainland China.21
On 22 August 2016, at the International Criminal Court in the
Hague, the Netherlands, one Ahmad al‐Faqi al‐Mahdi, pleaded guilty
to damaging a mosque and destroying shrines in the ancient city or
Timbuktu, a UNESCO world heritage site. In 2012, the city was occu‐
pied by jihadist troops and al‐Mahdi directed the destruction of almost
all the city’s stone mausoleums, etc. He has negotiated an 11‐year cus‐
todial sentence in return for his guilty plea.
This is the first case of cultural destruction brought before the court.
Critics have claimed that he court was set up to prosecute genocide,
not cultural vandalism.
2. ISIS
The latest development in this saga is unfortunately being played
out in front of our eyes, namely by the destruction by ISIS of art and
archaeological arte facts. Again, the motivation is presumably dual;
partly the extreme form of Islam represented by ISIS would see the de‐
piction of or temple to any god or goddess, present or past, as an insult
to Islam. Therefore, the advancing ISIS military forces apparently pu‐
rify the conquered lands not only of miscreants (in particular Chris‐
tians) but also of Islamic apostates or – even worse – Shia Muslims.22
They also destroy art and archaeological arte facts that they find upset‐
ting. A partial list of such ISIS destruction is:

21 The China Post Staff (23 January 2014). ‘Is the MOE rewriting history or
brainwashing the nation?’The China Post.
22 Anna Lombardi, ‘Decapitato il “Paladadino” di Palmira. Ecco l’Ultimo Orrore
del Califfato’, La Repubblica (20 August 2015): 10‐11. Paolo Matthiae, ‘Un Amico di
tutti Gli Studiosi che ha Dato la Vita per l’Arte’, La Repubblica (20 August 2015): 10‐
11. The term ‘ISIS’ is used for IS, ISIS, and Daesh (Dā’ish).
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1. Mosul. Mosque dedicated to the prophet Younis (Jonas). Built in
13th C. Destroyed in July 2014.
2. Nineve (across the river from Mosul). (i) A winged bull with human
face on the Nergel gate. +/‐ 3000 years old. Destroyed January 2015.
(ii) The 7th C. BC walls destroyed also in January 2015.
3. Mosul. (i) The statues from the Nimrud and Hatra sites (i.e. Assyr‐
ian) kept in the Mosul Museum. Destroyed February 2015. (ii) The
central library in Mosul containing many rare manuscripts. De‐
stroyed February 2015.
4. The Green Church in Tikrit (Iraq; Saddam Hussein’s place of birth;
mid‐way between Bagdad and Mosul). The church had been dug
out of the rock in the 7th C. Destroyed in September 2014.
5. Nimrud (30 km south of Mosul). What was left of the ancient Assyr‐
ian city of Nimrud was destroyed with sledgehammers in March
2015.
6. Hatra (midway between Bagdad and Mosul). Statues and mask in
the city walls of the ancient site of Hatra, from 3rd C. BC, were de‐
stroyed in March 2015.
7. May–August 2015. Palmyra. A temple of Bel and a temple of Baal
Shamin destroyed (confirmed by satellite imagery) as well as two
Roman tower graves.
Culminating in the beheading on or about 18 August 2015 of Khaled
al‐Asaad, honorary director of the Palmyra site.
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Figure 6: Khaled al‐Asaad

Ηe was appointed director of the archaeological site of Palmyra,
Syria, approx. in 1975, but in total had worked on the site for fifty
years. He was born in Palmyra in 1934 and was thus 81 years of age in
2015. He was known to have concealed a number of the most valuable
pieces, including smaller arte facts, as the ISIS were beginning to ex‐
pand in Iraq and later Syria.23 On 20 May 2015, however, he was cap‐
tured in Palmyra by the advancing ISIS army and was continuously
tortured in an attempt to make him reveal where he had concealed the
arte facts in question. He apparently did not disclose the information
and on or about 18 August 2015 he was executed by decapitation in
front of tens of witnesses. His headless body was bound to a light pole
in the central square of Palmyra and his head, still wearing his glasses,
placed at its feet. Also, at his feet were placed a number of posters ac‐
cusing him of
1. Representing Syria in blasphemous conferences.
2. Being director of a museum of idols.
3. Being a friend of the Iranian Shia.
23 An analogue case is the Bactriana Treasury at the Kabul Museum, which the
custodians successfully hid and the Taliban never found.
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4. Collaborating with the regime in Damascus.
It is true that in the interpretation of the Qur’an, as elaborated by
ISIS, dealing with antique masterpieces is an act of apostasy. It is, how‐
ever, more likely that he was executed because he failed to indicate
where the statues and arte facts were hidden. Whereas ISIS earlier in
2015 and in the preceding year destroyed major archaeological pieces
and, indeed, city walls perceived as signs of a culture, i.e. cultural
genocide, a damnatio memoriae, for the smaller pieces, in particular
those of gold, such as some of those hidden by Asaad, they had and
have a less lofty reason, sc. lucre. They sell these arte facts on the inter‐
national art market and are believed, over the last two years or so, to
have generated substantial funding for the needs of their army this
way.
Palmyra is part of the Patrimony of Humanity (UNESCO). Refer‐
ring to the execution of Asaad, the Director General of UNESCO, Irena
Bokova, on 19 August 2015 stated: “They have killed a great man, but
they can never silence History.”
Also, the various arte facts, albeit Roman and predating the inva‐
sion of the Arbs and Islam, nevertheless do make up part not only of
the identity of Syria, but also of that of humanity.
Annex 1:Conventions & Legislation
•
•
•
•

•
•

1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict.
The UNESCO Convention against Illicit Trade in Antiquities. 1970.
Canada. 1988. Artists have moral right to prevent mutilation, de‐
struction, alteration.
US. 1988. Berne Convention Implementation Act. But the US will not
enforce the moral right clause, which makes it difficult to under‐
stand how this Act will operate.
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. 1886.
U.S. 1990. Federal law. Visual Artists Rights Act.
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